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Although gene
synthesis technologies
are ubiquitous,
inexpensive, and
effective for biological
research, their misuse
could create
pathogens, particularly
small viruses, “from
scratch.”
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targets, vaccine development, gene therapy, and basic resear‐
ch. Many research laboratories have equipment, such as DNA
synthesizers, that perform this function in order to make
small strings of DNA called oligonucleotides. Nevertheless,
the low costs and reliability of commercial gene synthesis sup‐
pliers prompt many researchers to outsource their DNA
needs. The global DNA synthesis market, which was valued
at over USD 200 million in 2017, is projected to grow to over
USD 600 million by 2022.³

Although gene synthesis technologies are ubiquitous, inex‐
pensive, and effective for biological research, their misuse
could create pathogens, particularly small viruses, “from
scratch.” Manufacturing a virus from its genetic sequence is
an important capability for legitimate researchers, especially
when patient samples are hard to come by, as in Ebola and
early SARS-CoV-2 research.⁴ However, as the United States
and many other nations rely on access control restrictions to
prevent uncleared people from acquiring regulated patho‐

Synthetic biology is a relatively new scientific field that
aims to make biology easier to engineer and, thus, more use‐
ful. It is already delivering on its enormous promise, yielding
FDA-approved chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T-cell can‐
cer therapeutics, as well as non-medical products such as labo‐
ratory-produced fabrics, flavorings, adhesives, and detergen‐
ts.¹,² Despite such progress, however, the rapid growth and
democratization of synthetic biology— almost all of which is
taking place in the private sector — brings security challenges.
Like all areas of the life sciences, it is “dual-use” and able to be
exploited. To make misuse more limited and difficult to en‐
force, the United States will need to partner with other na‐
tions, international organizations, and international busines‐
ses to govern areas of the synthetic biology field.

One specific domain of synthetic biology where such gover‐
nance measures are needed concerns commercial gene synthe‐
sis. Life scientists require genetic material — usually DNA—
for a wide array of applications, including developing drug
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Exton, Pennsylvania, U.S.A. Microbiologist Kerry Pollard extracts a SARS-CoV-2 sample. (Governor Tom Wolf / CC BY)
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dependent study to verify just howmany DNA synthesis
companies do not screen has yet to be facilitated.

Gene synthesis screening could be turned into a competitive
advantage for a company if customers could place their orders
solely with companies that perform screening. California is
taking steps in this direction. On January 21, 2020, Assembly
member Rudy Salas (AD32) introduced legislation requiring
gene synthesis companies to screen customer orders, as well as
all scientists purchasing gene synthesis products to only use
companies that screen.¹¹ If passed, this legislation would only
apply to state funds and gene synthesis companies pertaining
to California. While the state itself is a biotechnology giant
with several gene synthesis companies, gene synthesis is an in‐
ternational market. Guidelines for company screening should
also extend internationally to encourage widespread adoption
of this practice. For example, if grant money from the Natio‐
nal Institutes of Health (NIH) and the National Science
Foundation (NSF) were directed to only be used for compa‐
nies that screen, screening would yield a competitive advanta‐
ge on an international scale.

There are additional steps the United States should take to
heighten the level of governance in gene synthesis. For instan‐
ce, the government should work with desktop synthesizer
companies and clarify their obligations to screen orders as
providers of gene synthesis products; biosecurity screening
should also be built into the machines they sell. The United
States should also fund the development of screening metho‐
dologies and standards that could allow for the cost-effective
screening of oligonucleotides.

Finally, the U.S. government should actively engage with
other countries to encourage broader adoption of gene syn‐
thesis screening and normalize the act. Few countries beyond
the United States have paid close attention to screening in

gens, the dual-use capability to make a virus without starting
from an existing viral sample obviates those controls. A 2018
National Academies of Sciences report lists the de novo syn‐
thesis of known viruses as one of the most pressing biodefen‐
se risks.⁵ Synthesized genetic material may also be used to
make a bacterial pathogen harder to treat or detect.

Political pressure to mitigate the security risks in commercial
gene synthesis grew after a journalist from The Guardian or‐
dered a piece of the smallpox virus genome from a commer‐
cial supplier in 2006.⁶ After a subsequent public outcry, a
screening software was developed and made available to com‐
mercial suppliers to allow them to screen their customer or‐
ders. The International Gene Synthesis Consortium (IGSC),
an industry group of commercial gene synthesis companies,
formed in 2009 to increase biosecurity controls.⁷ In 2010, the
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) pu‐
blished guidance for commercial gene synthesis providers, ou‐
tlining steps they should take when screening orders.⁸

Periodic technical advances and market changes deem this go‐
vernance mechanism, which was established a decade ago, in‐
sufficient.⁹ By using scientific techniques like Gibson Assem‐
bly, small pieces of DNA under the screening threshold in the
2010 Guidance may be used to build much larger genes and
potentially viruses. In addition, sophisticated gene synthesi‐
zers are becoming available for purchase as laboratory equip‐
ment, eliminating a key opportunity for screening. Screening
also imposes an increasing burden on companies. Although it
is automated for most customer orders, potentially problema‐
tic orders require expert judgement to evaluate whether the
order poses a security risk. Despite decreasing costs to synthe‐
size genes, expert judgment represents a fixed high cost; the
net result is an uneven playing field. International companies
that do not screen benefit from lower operating costs, putting
biosecurity screening at a competitive disadvantage.¹⁰ An in‐

New York, U.S.A. Representative Louise Slaughter speaks at the 2013 National Science Foundation Day Conference in Rochester.
(Louise Slaughter / Public Domain)



Harbin, China. The site of Unit 731, a covert bioweapon research unit of the Imperial Japanese Army. (松岡明芳 / CC BY-SA)
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their respective guidance and regulations. As a biosecurity
tool, gene synthesis screening may prevent misuse by some
non-state actors, and peremptory norms in this space should
be maintained for as long as possible.¹² Gene synthesis scree‐
ning is not going to solve all the problems in biosecurity; it
will not prevent sophisticated actors from acquiring patho‐
gens they should not have access to and designing new ver‐
sions of pathogens. Nonetheless, screening represents a deter‐
rent to nefarious actors and will make acquiring and modify‐
ing dangerous pathogens more difficult.
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